Scully Honored with Optical Society's
Herbert Walther Award
COLLEGE STATION ‐‐ Dr. Marlan O. Scully, distinguished professor of physics and astronomy
at Texas A&M University and professor of mechanical and aerospace engineering at
Princeton University, has been selected to receive the 2011 Herbert Walther Award honoring
his pioneering research and leadership.
The award, jointly bestowed by the Optical Society (OSA) and the Deutsche Physikalische
Gesellschaft (DPG) and presented by each society in alternate years, recognizes distinguished
contributions in quantum optics and atomic physics as well as leadership in the international
scientific community. Scully is cited for his "fundamental and applied contributions: from the
quantum theory of optical and micro‐masers to the quantum eraser, and from inversionless
and correlated emission lasers to anthrax detection."
Scully will be presented Tuesday (May 24) with the award, which is named for Professor
Herbert Walther, founding member and longtime director of the Max Planck Institute of
Quantum Optics, in acknowledgement of the seminal influence of Walther's path‐breaking
innovations in quantum optics and atomic physics and for his wide‐ranging contributions to
the international scientific community.
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temperature slow light. He also is responsible for the development of a comprehensive
theory of the dynamics of Bose‐condensation, among many other career accomplishments. He has published more than 500
papers that have been cited more than 20,000 times and written two textbooks in laser physics and quantum electronics.
In addition to joint professorial appointments at both Texas A&M and Princeton, Scully holds the Hershel E. Burgess '29
Chair in Physics in the Texas A&M Department of Physics and Astronomy as well as a distinguished research chair with the
Texas Engineering Experiment Station. His multiple Texas A&M appointments also include associate dean for external
relations in the College of Science, professor of chemistry and engineering, and director of both the Institute for Quantum
Studies and the Center for Theoretical Physics within the College of Science. "Marlan Scully plays many roles at Texas A&M
and around the world, and we are extraordinarily fortunate to have him on our faculty,"said Dr. H. Joseph Newton, dean, COS.
A highly decorated researcher and scholar, Scully's many awards and professional honors include OSA's Adolph E. Lomb
Medal and Charles H. Townes Award, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Inc.'s Quantum Electronics Award,
the Franklin Institute's Elliott Cresson Medal, a Guggenheim Fellowship, the Alexander von Humboldt Distinguished Faculty
Prize, the APS' Arthur L. Schawlow Prize and Harvard University's Morris Loeb Lectureship. In February 2010 he was awarded
an honorary doctorate from the University of Ulm ‐‐ the birthplace of Albert Einstein ‐‐ in Germany for his pioneering work in
laser physics and quantum optics. Scully, who joined the Texas A&M faculty in 1992, received both his master's of science and
Ph.D. degrees in physics from Yale University. He is a distinguished alumnus of the University of Wyoming, where he received
‐aTm‐
his bachelor's degree in engineering physics.
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